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Name

Contractors Wheelbarrow

ID

WB1601

Image

Description/Price
90 Ltr Green epoxy powder coated tray, with front and side ribs
for additional strength with Double shifted edges for extra
robustness and safety reasons. This area is especially relevant
on the tray design as it keeps the shape all together and
differentiates a proper barrow from a bad one. ToolM8 branding
embossed on the interior of the tray.

£ 59.99

Square-Mouth Shovel

SM1601

ToolM8 Square mouth shovel with D handle 40 inches long, the
pressed steel blade is fully hardened to provide fast and long
lasting work. Strong fibreglass handle. Fiberglass handle with comolded plastic D grip for comfort, grip helps control material
being moved. forward-turned steps for firmer footing Extrathick, 14-gauge tempered steel blade for more toughness PreSharpened blade edge Contractor-grade fiberglass handles.

£ 29.99

Long-Tailed Shovel

LT1601

Strong, 14-gauge tempered steel blade Round point allows easy
penetration of a variety of materials Large, forward-turned
steps for firmer footing Fiberglass handle with cushion grip for
comfort Overall Length 145cm. Uses: This is a high quality
shovel ideal for builders or contractors.

£ 26.99

Navi Shovel

NS1601

Highest quality Fiberglass handle with co-molded plastic D grip
for comfort, grip helps control material being moved, easier to
use in close quarters Extra-thick, 14-gauge tempered steel blade
for more toughness. Pre-Sharpened blade edge Textured epoxy
finish protects head. Large, forward-turned steps for firmer
footing Contractor-grade fiberglass handles are considerably
stronger than wood. Overall length 100cm

£ 27.99

D-Handled Spade

DHS1601

Strong, 14-gauge tempered steel blade Rounded edge
penetrates ground easily, slices through small roots Textured
epoxy finish protects head. Fiberglass handle with D grip for
comfort, grip helps control material being moved, easier to use
in close quarters. Overall length: 100cm.

£ 26.99

Construction Rake

CR1601

Forged bow rake 16 teeth fiberglass handle. Soft cushion grip
for balance and control. Designed for rugged outdoor use.
Tempered, single-piece head for greater durability and long
service life. 65" fiberglass handle with thick, molded poly jacket
for maximum strength and long service life. Overall length: 165
cm.

£ 31.99

Hand Saw

HS1601

Our Quality handsaw features a universal tooth set with high
frequency hardened teeth, giving up to five times the life of
conventional teeth. This green handled saw is used by joiners,
carpenters, builders, decking specialists, contractors,
tradespeople and DIYers. This saw is particularly effective for
cross cut and rip performance on chipboard, hardboard and
hardwood. It is 22" overall length.

£ 7.99/each
£ 79.99/ box of 12

